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ABSTRACT Six 90-ps molecular dynamics trajectories, two for each of three distal mutants of sperm whale carbonmonoxy
myoglobin, are reported; solvent waters within 16 Aof the active site have been included. In both His64Gln trajectories, the distal
side chain remains part of the heme pocket, forming a "closed" conformation similar to that of the wild type 64NsH tautomer.
Despite a connectivity more closely resembling the N.H histidine tautomer, close interactions with the carbonyl ligand similar
to those observed for the wild type 64N.H tautomer are prevented in this mutant by repulsive interactions between the carbonyl
o and the 640•. The aliphatic distal side chain of the His64Leu mutant shows little interaction with the carbonyl ligand in either
His64Leu trajectory. Solvent water molecules move into and out of the active site in the His64Gly mutant trajectories; during
all the other carbonmonoxy myoglobin trajectories, including the wild type distal tautomers considered in an earlier work, solvent
molecules rarely encroach closer than 6 Aof the active site. These results are consistent with a recent structural interpretation
of the wild type infrared spectrum, and the current reinterpretation that the distal-ligand interaction in carbonmonoxy myoglobin
is largely electrostatic, not steric, in nature.

INTRODUCTION

Although carbonmonoxy myoglobin (MbCO) is one of the
most studied and best understood proteins, the nature of its
protein-ligand interaction is still in debate: see Springer et ai.
(1994) for a recent review. Early interpretations, based on the
x-ray structure (Kuriyan et aI., 1986) and studies of model
heme prosthetic groups (Collman et aI, 1976), suggested that
the key interaction was a steric repulsion between the CO and
the distal histidine residue, the nearest residue to the ligand
binding site (shown in Fig. 1). This would destabilize the
binding of the poisoning CO ligand by sterically crowding
its preferred perpendicular binding geometry, without affect
ing the physiological ligand, O2, which prefers a bent con
formation (Yu and Kerr, 1988). Neutron diffraction studies
have shown that the O2 ligand is stabilized further by a hy
drogen bond to the distal residue (Phillips and Schoenborn,
1981), an interaction not present in the MbCO crystal struc
ture (Norvell et aI., 1975; Cheng and Schoenborn, 1991).
This discrimination in favor of oxygen is crucial for the
physiological functioning of the globin proteins, because un
hindered model heme prosthetic groups show affinities for
CO up to 100,000 times higher than for O2, However, the
distortions of the Fe--C---D geometry observed in the crys
tal structures are large, and it has been difficult to account
(Case and Karplus, 1978; Ray et aI., 1994) for such a large
steric repulsion being delivered by the distal side chain,
which, being exposed to solvent, is expected to be relatively
mobile, as confirmed by the x-ray B factors (Kuriyan et aI.,
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1986) and in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
(Kuczera et aI., 1990; Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994).

If the distal-CO interaction is steric in nature, however,
then the spectral properties of the CO ligand (vco and vFed

are expected to be sensitive to changes in the steric bulk of
the distal side chain. Recent studies of distal mutant MbCOs
with aliphatic side chains of varying steric bulk have shown
little change in their infrared (IR) (Balasubramanian et aI.,
1993; Braunstein et aI., 1993; Li et aI., 1994) or resonance
Raman (RR) (Sakan et aI., 1993) spectra. Furthermore, the
x-ray structures of a range of distal mutant MbCOs have the
same Fe--C---D conformation within experimental error
(Quillin et aI., 1993), and only those mutants with a polar side
chain have IR spectra differing significantly from that of the
His64Gly mutant (Balasubramanian et aI., 1993; Braunstein
et aI., 1993; Li et aI., 1994). Thus it has been proposed that
the vco and vFeC frequencies are largely determined by elec
trostatic interactions with the distal pocket (Oldfield et aI.,
1991; Li et aI., 1994; Ray et aI., 1994) and that, in the absence
of a significant steric repulsion between the distal side chain
and the CO ligand, the true CO binding geometry in the wild
type is closer to the heme normal than found in the earlier
crystal structures (Ivanov et aI., 1994; Ray et aI., 1994).

This reinterpretation of the structure-function relationship
in myoglobin is, however, incomplete. The shift to lower CO
stretching frequencies observed for the wild type His64
MbCO compared with the His64Gly mutant implies, in this
model, a polarization of the CO ligand by a positive elec
trostatic potential. The only candidate is the nitrogen-bound
hydrogen of the distal side chain, yet the neutron diffraction
structure of MbCO shows that the nearest distal nitrogen to
the CO ligand, 64N., is not protonated and that the protonated
64Ns nitrogen points out of the heme pocket (Cheng and
Schoenborn, 1991) (see Fig. 1). In such a distal histidine
conformation, the carbonyl ligand experiences a negative
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FIGURE 1 Stereo representation of certain key residues in the heme pocket of the MbCO neutron diffraction structure (PDB file 2MB5); two carbonyl
positions were resolved.

electrostatic potential that is due to the lone pair of the 64N.
nitrogen. Such a distal conformation is inconsistent with the
IR spectrum of a lO-mM wild type MbCO solution frozen to
10 K (Ormos et aI., 1988; Ray et aI., 1994), and a recent
molecular dynamics study has suggested that, in the solution
phase, the distal histidine side chain rotates so that the pro
tonated nitrogen points into the heme pocket, interacting with
the CO ligand (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994). The extent of
this interaction was found to depend on the tautomeric state
of the distal side chain: protonation at the N. site led to a long
lived interaction on the time scale of the simulation (90 ps),
while protonation at the 64Ns site showed a much weaker
interaction. An "open" structure, where the distal side chain
lies outside the heme pocket, was also found in one 64NsH
trajectory. It was suggested that these three distal side chain
conformations correspond in broad terms to the three Vco
stretching frequencies observed in the IR spectra of wild type
MbCO. However, a shift to lower Vco frequencies with stron
ger distal-CO interaction implies that the distal residue is
strengthening the Fe-C bond, i.e., is stabilizing the CO li
gand. In this model the distal-CO interaction is similar,
though weaker, to the distal-Q2 interaction. Thus it is un
likely to be responsible for the relative destabilization of
heme-bound CO implied by the orders of magnitude change
in the relative affinities of CO and O2 for the protein com
pared with those for the free prosthetic group. A recent ab
initio study of a model heme prosthetic group has suggested
that this destabilization may result from the distorted binding
geometry of the proximal ligand (Jewsbury et aI., 1994), the
complementary axial ligand at the Fe binding site (see Fig.
1), implying that the large strain energies destabilizing the
CO ligand are delivered mainly by the protein tertiary struc
ture and not by the mobile distal side chain. Such a mecha
nism would account for the off perpendicular CO binding
geometry that has been found in all MbCO X-ray structures

to date, even those of the His64Gly and His64GlyVal68Ala
mutants (Quillin et aI., 1993).

The solution phase structure of MbCO has recently been
determined from NMR distance constraints and chemical
shifts (Osapay et aI., 1994), and, in contrast to the MD results,
the distal side chain conformation is similar to that of the
crystal, though displaced further out into the solvent. The
determination of the distal histidine orientation, however,
allowed for only one distal tautomer and is subject to un
certainties in the Fe-C--0 geometry. Since as the solution
phase IR spectrum under similar conditions shows two
peaks, which have been interpreted as representing two distal
side chain orientations/tautomers (the electrostatic interpre
tation of the distal-CO interaction) or two Fe-C--0 con
formations (the steric interpretation), it would be interesting
to investigate what effect including these possibilities would
have on the distal geometry determined from the NMR data.
It is difficult to reconcile the MbCO IR spectra, which have
multiple peaks suggesting multiple heme pocket-ligand in
teractions, with the single heme pocket geometries resolved
in recent x-ray and NMR studies (Moore et aI., 1988; Ormos
et aI., 1988; Oldfield et aI., 1991; Jewsbury and Kitagawa,
1994; Li et aI., 1994; Ray et aI., 1994).

Therefore, in our current interpretation of the structure
function relationship in myoglobin, the destabilization of
the CO ligand is caused by the proximal residue, but the final
CO orientation and Fe-C--0 vibrational frequencies are
determined by electrostatic interactions with the distal
pocket. The three Vco frequencies observed in the wild type
IR spectrum (Caughey et aI., 1981; Mourant et aI., 1993)
correspond in broad terms to a stable interaction with the
64N.H distal tautomer (A3 peak around 1932 cm- I

); a weaker
interaction with the 64NsH distal tautomer (AI 2 peak around
1945 em-I); and the absence of a distal residue-CO interaction
(the "open" form, Av peak around 1966 em-I). This paper in-
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vestigates this structural interpretation of the IR spectrum further
by considering three distal mutant sperm whale myogIobins for
which the x-ray structures have recently become available: a
polar distal mutant, His64Gln; an aliphatic distal mutant,
His64Leu; and the His64Gly mutant. Two independently gen
erated, 9O-ps trajectories have been calculated for each mutant.
Water molecules within 16 A of the carbonyl C have been re
tained in the data generation, so that the heme pocket can be
considered effectively solvated. Protein residues more than 16A
from the carbonyl C have been weakly restrained to their starting
positions to maintain the structural integrity of the solvated pro
tein tertiary structure. The results of these trajectories are dis
cussed with reference to the experimental IR, RR, and structural
studies available in the literature. It is found that this recently
developed reinterpretation of the distal-CO interaction in wild
type MbCO is consistent with the simulation results of the three
distal mutants reported here.

METHODS

The methodology has been described in detail elsewhere (Jewsbury and
Kitagawa, 1994). Briefly, the initial coordinates for the molecular dynamics
simulation were generated from the x-ray structures (including crystal wa
ters) of each mutant (Quillin et aI., 1993), Protein Databank (Bernstein et aI.,
1977; Abola et aI., 1987) files 2MGA (His64Gly mutant), 2MGC (His64Leu
mutant), and 2MGF (His64Gln mutant), following a series of heating and
equilibration steps of the fully solvated protein over 20ps. The final coor
dinates of this process were then edited to include only those water mol
ecules within 16 A of the carbonyl C (-135 molecules). Four "solvated"
counterions were included in their energy minimized positions close to
vacuum exposed side chains. These counterions, solvent molecules more
than 12 A distant from the carbonyl C, and protein residues more than 16
A from the carbonyl C, were all weakly restrained to their initial positions.
This ensures that, while solvent molecules near the active site are free to
move, there is no significant "boiling-off' of the solvent, and the solution
phase tertiary structure of the protein is conserved during the data generating
phase of the simulation. This coordinate set was then used to initiate a
100-ps trajectory, with data collected over the final 90 ps. The standard
AMBER 4.0 united atom force field was used for the protein residues
(Weiner et aI., 1984); a recently developed force field was used for the
heme prosthetic group (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994) and TIP3P pa
rameters for the water molecules (Jorgensen et aI., 1983). A recent ab
initio study has suggested that the nonperpendicular Fe-C-o geom
etry in MbCOs may result from the nonequilibrium orientation of the
proximal residue through the coupling of the axial ligands' motions via
the metal d orbitals (Jewsbury et aI., 1994). In particular this was found
to be sensitive to the Fe-N,-CHi, angle. The failure of previous mo
lecular dynamics simulations to find significantly distorted Fe-C-O
geometries (Henry, 1993; Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994), while dem
onstrating that there is on average little steric influence over the ligand
geometry, may therefore be an artifact of these MD force fields not
allowing a coupling between these angles. This deficiency has not been
rectified in this work, and the previous heme force field has been used
unchanged to allow comparison of these trajectories with those reported
earlier for the wild type MbCO (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994).

The recombinant mutants whose structures are reported by Quillin et ai.
(1993) retain their initiator Met residues and have residue 122 as asparagine
rather than the aspartate of the wild type, because of an error in their original
sequence determination. These "extra" mutations are not expected to affect
our MD results, since they are both more than 24 A from the active site. The
residue numbering scheme is the same as in the wild type, Le., the initiator
Met residue is numbered O.

Two independently generated trajectories, which we label A and B, were
calculated for each mutant. The calculations were run using AMBER 4.0 (PearI-

man et aI., 1991) at the computer centers of the Institute for Molecular
Science and the Protein Engineering Research Institute.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The average root mean square deviations of the protein back
bone structures from the appropriate x-ray structures during
each trajectory were 1.040 ± 0.032 and 0.900 ± 0.040 A for
the His64Gln simulations A and B, 0.806 ± 0.040 and
0.853 ± 0.035 A for the His64Leu simulations A and B,
and 0.849 ± 0.045 and 1.107 ± 0.056 A for the His64Gly
simulations A and B, respectively.

His64Gln mutant:
polar interactions at the active site

This mutant is expected to resemble most closely the wild
type protein because the glutamine side chain has similar
functionality to that of a histidine residue. Fig. 2 shows the
separation between the carbonyl C and the distal glutamine
side chain as a function of time during the two trajectories:
the glutamine side chain remains part of the heme pocket,
interacting with the carbonyl ligand throughout the majority
of the simulations. If a separation of 5.5 A is taken as in
dicative of a "closed" pocket structure, then the side chain
forms part of the heme pocket for over 73% and 66% of
simulations His64Gln A and B, respectively. In "closed"
pocket conformations, the His64Gln side chain is orientated
with the 64N)I inside the heme pocket; the 640, oxygen
points out of the pocket. A representative stereo diagram of
the "closed" pocket structure in these simulations is shown
in Fig. 3A; the x-ray conformation is shown for comparison
in Fig. 3B.

No long-term stable interaction between the glutamine po
lar hydrogens and the carbonyl 0 is formed, as can be seen
in Fig. 4 where their separations are shown as a function of
time (their average separations are 4.40 and 4.31 A for
His64Gln simulations A and B, respectively); also shown for
comparison are the separations found for the "closed" pocket
trajectories of each of the distal histidine tautomers from an
earlier study of wild type MbCO (Jewsbury and Kitagawa,
1994). In that study, the 64N,H tautomerwas found to remain
in a "closed" pocket conformation for over 96% of both of
the 90-ps simulations and formed a stable electrostatic in
teraction between the 64N,H hydrogen and the carbonyl 0
(average separation 3.22 and 2.86 A in the two simulations
reported); the 64NsH tautomer, however, was found to move
more freely between "open" and "closed" conformations (re
maining part of the heme pocket for ~70% of the "closed"
pocket simulation) and formed only weak interactions with
the carbonyl ligand (average separation 5.02 A). The inter
action between the His64Gln side chain and the carbonyl
ligand is therefore similar to that found for the "closed"
pocket structure of the 64NsH tautomer of wild type MbCO.
This is surprising, because the connectivity of the glutamine
side chain more closely resembles the histidine N,H tau
tomer. Two factors will largely determine how closely the
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FIGURE 2 Separation between the 64Gln side chain
(defined as the average of the C1" Cs, N., and 0. positions
at a given time t) and the carbonyl C for the His64Gln
trajectories. The dotted line shows the separation, 4.32 A,
in the x-ray structure (PDB file 2MGF).
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His64Gln distal side chain can mimic the histidine wild type
in these molecular dynamics simulations: the similarity of
their charge distributions and the extent to which the glu
tamine side chain can adopt a "histidine-like" conformation
under the influence of a weak force field. Table 1 shows the
atomic charges assigned to these residues in the AMBER 4.0
force field; it is clear that, while the connectivities of their
side chains are similar, their charge distributions are quite
different, with the glutamine side chain being significantly
more polar. Fig. 5, A and C shows the spatial overlap of the
energy minimized glutamine side chain with that of each of
the histidine tautomers: the backbone atoms have been over
laid to give a minimum root mean square (rms) separation.
Fig. 5, Band D shows the best overlap geometries when the
conformational energy of the glutamine residue has been
minimized subject to weak harmonic restraints (2 kcall
moIA?) of its atoms to their equivalents in each histidine
tautomer; the equivalent atoms have been overlaid to mini
mize their rms separation. During the majority of the
His64Gln trajectories it is the 64N.H hydrogen trans to the
640. oxygen that is closest to the carbonyl °(see Figs. 3 and
4). This orientation is preferred because it keeps the nega
tively charged 640. oxygen pointing away from the heme
pocket; however, it also prevents a close N.H--carbonyl °
interaction because only the cis N.H hydrogen in the glu-

tamine side chain can closely overlap the N.H hydrogen of
the histidine side chain (see Fig. 5, A and B). Consequently,
although its connectivity more closely resembles that of the
histidine N.H tautomer, the dynamics of the glutamine side
chain are similar to those of the NllH tautomer.

These MD results are consistent with those of the IR spec
tra reported for these MbCOs (Balasubramanian et aI., 1993;
Li et aI. 1994). Wild type MbCO shows two peaks in its room
temperature IR spectrum, AI2 (1945 cm- I, 70% intensity)
and A3 (1932 cm-I, 30% inte~sity); these were interpreted in
terms of differing degrees of electrostatic polarization of the
carbonyl ligand by the distal side chain (Li et aI., 1994). We
have recently attributed each peak to one of the two distal
histidine tautomers observed under physiological conditions,
the AI•2 peak to the 64NllH tautomer and the A3 peak to the
64N.H tautomer, on the basis of MD simulations (Jewsbury
and Kitagawa, 1994). The distal glutamine mutant, on the
other hand, shows dynamics similar to those of the wild type
64NllH tautomer and has only one broad band in its IR spec
trum, peaking at 1945 cm- I (Balasubramanian et aI., 1993;
Li et aI., 1994), supporting our interpretation of the wild type
spectrum. The IR spectrum of the His64Gln mutant has a
higher intensity in the 1950-1965 cm- I range than the wild
type, probably as a result of differences in the charge dis
tributions of the two side chains (see Table 1). Attempts to
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FIGURE 3 Stereo representations of certain key residues in the heme pocket of His64Gln MbCO. (A) The "closed" heme pocket of His64Gln simulation
A. (B) The "closed" heme pocket of the x-ray structure (PDB file 2MGF).

investigate the changes in the electric field at the ligand due
to the distal mutation by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation for the protein structures were inconclusive because
of the large field gradient across the heme pocket and the
proximity of the protein/solvent boundary.

One simulation of the wild type 64Nl)H tautomer had the
distal histidine outside the heme pocket for over 74% of the
90-ps trajectory in an "open" pocket conformation stabilized
by a hydrogen bond to the Asp60 main chain 0 (Jewsbury
and Kitagawa, 1994). Such an "open" distal conformation
has no distal-CO interaction and has been identified with the
Ao state in the wild type IR spectrum (Morikis et aI., 1989).
Although this peak accounts for only =5% of the spectral
density at netural pH, the "open" conformation may be func
tionally important by contributing significantly to the ligand
binding process (Tian et al., 1993). The corresponding sepa
rations during the His64Gln simulations reported here are
shown in Fig. 6; although hydrogen bonds stabilizing the
"open" conformation are observed, these are quickly broken,
and, unlike for the wild type trajectory, no long-term stable
"open" structure develops. The observation of such an
"open" structure in a wild type trajectory originating from a

"closed" pocket x-ray structure may seem surprising because
the interconversion between A states in MbCO is known to
occur on the lO-l.t.s time scale. However, the kinetics of pro
cesses in proteins are frequently determined by energy bar
riers, that is, the macroscopic rate constant is small because
the system only rarely has sufficient energy in the appropriate
degrees of freedom to surmount the barrier. Once the energy
is available, the dynamics of the reaction/transition takes
place on a time scale of picoseconds (Karplus, 1993). Since
the distal residue lies on the surface of the protein, the motion
of its side chain between the heme pocket and the solvent is
largely unhindered; thus the dynamics of the "open" ~
"close" transition may be on the picosecond time scale ob
served in the MD simulation.

It should be noted that the "closed" conformation of the
x-ray structure 1MBC, used to initiate the wild type trajec
tories in Jewsbury and Kitagawa (1994), differs significantly
from the "closed" conformations found to be stable in the
simulations. This will enhance the probability of observing
a transition to the "open" structure during the trajectory.

The slow Ao ~ A t •2•3 interconversion rate observed ex
perimentally for the wild type, therefore, probably reflects
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TABLE 1 Atomic charges (in a.u.) for the histidine (N.H
tautomer), glutamine, leucine and glycine side chains In the
Amber 4.0 force field; equivalent atoms listed first.

Atom His Gin Leu Gly

Ca 0.219 0.210 0.204 0.246
C~ 0.060 0.053 0.016
Cy 0.112 -0.043 0.054
Cs 0.122 0.675 -0.014
N, -0.444 -0.867
HN, 0.320 0.344
C, 0.384
Ns -0.527
0,

the stability of the A state protein conformations. Thus it is
significant that, once the "open" pocket has formed in the
wild type trajectory, it remains stable on a 100-ps timescale.
The N)I hydrogen trans to the 640. oxygen in the His64Gln
side chain is the electron acceptor at all hydrogen bonding
geometries in the "open" conformer of the mutant because
a hydrogen bond to the cis hydrogen would bring the distal
and Asp60 main chain oxygens close together. However, in
the mutant, such a hydrogen bond is weakened, relative to
that adopted by the histidine 64NaH tautomer, by a less fa
vorable interaction geometry (the glutamine side chain only
imperfectly overlaps the histindine NaH tautomer; see Figs.
4, C and D). In one simulation, His64Gln A around t =60
ps, the GIn side chain forms a hydrogen bond with the Asp60
side chain; this is, however, short lived because of the in
herent mobility of surface side chains. The tendency of the
wild type "open" conformation to be stabilized by hydrogen
bonding to the main chain oxygen offers a possible expla
nation for its apparent stability and for why the mutation of
Asp60 has only a limited effect on ligand binding kinetics
(Balasubramanian et aI., 1994).
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His64Leu mutant:
steric interactions at the active site

All aliphatic distal mutants, with the exception of His64Ala
(see below), have very similar IR (Balasubramanian et aI.,
1993; Li et aI., 1994) and RR (Sakan et aI., 1993) spectra,
implying that their distal side chains have little steric influ
ence over the CO binding site. Therefore, although the Fe
C~unit was resolved as nonperpendicular in the His64Leu
X-ray structure (Quillin et al., 1993), there is no steric crowd
ing of the CO binding site by the distal side chain, as can
be seen in the space filled model of the active site shown

(9) 64N8H simulation A

20 40
Time I ps

60 80

FIGURE 4 Separation between the distal N,H hydrogens and the carbonyl°during the two His64G1n trajectories; only the nearest of the two hy
drogens is shown for any given time t (open circles correspond to the hy
drogen cis to the 640, oxygen; otherwise the trans hydrogen is closest). The
separations found for the closed conformations ofeach of the wild type distal
tautomers are also shown for comparison (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994):
the 64N,H tautomer in (C) and (D) and the 64NsH tautomer in (E). Dashed
lines show the average separation over the whole trajectory: (A) 4.40 A, (B)
4.31 A, (C) 3.32 A, (0) 2.85 A, and (E) 5.02 A; dotted lines show one
standard deviation.
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FIGURE 5 Conformational overlap
of the histidine (dark gray) and glu
tamine (light gray) side chains. (A)
Overlay of the minimum energy con
formations of the glutamine and his
tidine N,H residues (rms deviation of
backbone atoms: 0.060 A). (B) Over
lay of the glutamine and histidine N,H
residues after the glutamine atoms
have been restrained during confor
mational optimization by a 2 kcaVmol
A2 harmonic potential to their geo
metrical equivalents in an energy
minimized histidine template (rms de
viation of equivalent atoms: 0.696 A).
(C) As in (A) but in comparison with
the histidine N8H tautomer (rms de
viation of backbone atoms: 0.007 A).
(D) As in (B) but in comparison with
the histidine N6H tautomer (rms de
viation of equivalent atoms: 0.407 A).
All conformational energies were cal
culated using the AMBER 4.0 force field.
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in Fig. 7. Since the average position of the ligand atoms is
close to the heme normal in both His64Leu simulations (the
angles between the CO bond and the heme normal are 5.1 0

and 3.5 0 in the average structures of trajectories A and B,
respectively), no significant steric interaction between the
heme pocket and the CO ligand is found in these trajectories.
Thus, these MD simulations are consistent with such a struc
tural interpretation of the IR and RR spectra of these aliphatic
distal mutants. In fact, all the simulations reported here, and
those of wild type MbCO reported in earlier studies (Henry,
1993; Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994), have the average CO
position within a few degrees of the heme perpendicular.
That is, steric interactions are not primarily determining the
distal-CO interaction in any of these MbCO trajectories. In
the absence of interactions with residues on the distal side of
the heme pocket, or of strain at the proximal side chain, the
force fields used in MD simulations have a minimum
energy for a perpendicular Fe-C-O conformation. It is
possible that the nonperpendicular Fe-C-O geometry
observed in all MbCO x-ray structures to date, including
those of His64Gly and His64GlyVa168Ala MbCOs,
where steric interactions with the carbonyl ligand should
be minimized, arises from the orientation of the proximal
side chain, an influence over the Fe-C-O conformation
that is not allowed for, and therefore not observed in, the
MD studies.

The experimental and theoretical evidence therefore
suggests that the peak in the IR spectra of the aliphatic
distal mutants, which is similar to the Ao frequency in the
wild type spectrum, represents an absence of significant
distal-CO interaction. The His64Ala mutant, however,
shows broader IR (Balasubramanian et aI., 1993; Li et aI.,
1994) and RR (Sakan et aI., 1993) spectra than the other

aliphatic distal mutants. This has been attributed to the
influence of solvent waters, which may enter the heme
pocket on account of the smaller alanine side chain (Li
et aI., 1994). A similar effect is found in the His64Gly
mutant, where solvent waters are resolved as hydrogen
bound to the carbonyl ligand in the x-ray structure
(Quillin et aI., 1993) and are found inside the heme pocket
in the MD simulations (see below).

It should be noted that, although the spectral frequencies
of these aliphatic distal mutants are similar to those attributed
to an "open" distal conformation in the wild type, they do not
necessarily represent an "open" structure as such but rather
the absence of distal-CO interactions. The His64Leu side
chain remains inside the heme pocket for the majority of both
the simulations reported here.

Hls64Gly mutant: solvent waters in the active site

The His64Gly mutant MbCO has a broad IR spectrum, peak
ing at 1966 cm- 1 but covering the range 1935-1980 cm- 1

(Braunstein et aI., 1988; Li et aI., 1994); the RR spectrum is
also broad. Morikis et aI. (1989) have assigned the RR
spectrum as a convolution of two peaks at 492 and 506 cm-1,
which they assigned as the Ao and A1.2 states based on the
similarity to their assignment of the wild type frequencies;
Sakan et al. (1993), however, did not resolve two peaks but
assigned their broad band as peaking at 505 cm-1. The broad
nature of the His64Gly spectra has been attributed to the
influence of solvent waters in the heme pocket (Li et aI.,
1994), two of which are resolved in the x-ray structure within
hydrogen bonding distance of the carbonyl ligand (Quillin
et aI., 1993). Fig. 8 shows the distance from the carbonyl
ligand to the nearest water molecule during each of the tra-
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jectories reported here and the four wild type trajectories
reported in an earlier work (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994).
Only the His64Gly mutant trajectories, in particular
His64Gly simulation B (Fig. 8B), have significant periods
with solvent waters close to the carbonyl ligand, consistent
with the interpretations of the IR and RR spectra made above.
The "closed" pocket simulation of the distal 64NaH tautomer

of wild type MbCO (64NoH trajectory A shown in Fig. 8G)
also has a 20-ps period with a solvent molecule close to the
carbonyl ligand; once this molecule leaves the heme pocket,
however, no solvent molecules encroach within 6 A of the
carbonyl 0 for the remainder of the trajectory. Surprisingly,
the "open" 64NaH tautomer does not have significant periods
with solvent molecules inside the heme pocket. It should be
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distal Leucine
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Haem
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FIGURE 7 Space filled model of the His64Leu active site (PDB file
2MGC).

noted however, that although the protein conformations in
cluded the x-ray crystal waters and were fully solvated during
the heating and equilibration phases, the motion of the sol
vent molecules during the data collection phase will not fully
mimic that of the true solvent: the solvent restraints used in
the methodology, and the approximate nature of the TIP3P
force field, in particular with respect to solvent-solute in
teractions, will lead to artifacts in the solvent motion. How
ever, it appears that solvent molecules on average lie -6 A
from the carbonyl ligand; only in the case of the His64Gly
mutant is significant motion of solvent molecules into and
out of the heme pocket observed.

Other distal mutants

The results of these MD studies are consistent with the struc
tural interpretations of IR and RR spectra made in recent
experimental studies. This success is partly because the distal
residue, since it lies on the surface of the protein, can ac
commodate a range of side chain mutations with little effect
on the protein structure. Thus it is likely that conservative
structural interpretations of the spectra of other distal mu
tants, whose x-ray structures are not available, can be made.
The IR spectra of 11 distal mutants are currently available;
interpretations of some of these spectra have been made
above and elsewhere (Morikis et aI., 1989; Oldfield et aI.,
1991; Balasubramanian et aI, 1993; Braunstein et aI.; 1993;
Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994; Li et aI., 1994; Ray et al.,
1994). It is likely that mutants having a single Ao peak in their
IR spectra have either an "open" pocket structure or a pre
dominantly "closed" pocket structure but with no distal-CO
interaction. The two peaks observed in the His64Trp IR spec
trum (Li et aI., 1994) probably arise one (1969 cm- I ) from
an "open" structure where the bulky side chain is held outside
the heme pocket and the other (1942 cm- I ) from a confor
mation with the N)f group inside the heme pocket, though
the bulk of the side chain prevents the close interaction with

the carbonyl ligand seen for the wild type 64N)f tautomer.
The only other distal mutant reported to have two peaks
in its IR spectrum is His64Met MbCO. Braunstein et aI.
(1993) report only one peak (1967 cm- I

) for this mutant
at room temperature and pH 7.3, but at cryogenic tem
peratures, or acidic pH, a second band appears at 1960
cm- I . Li et al (1994) report two bands (1962 and 1953
cm- I

) in their neutral pH spectrum. It is possible that the
higher-frequency peak results from a predominantly
"closed" pocket structure with the terminal methyl group
oriented inside the heme pocket. The exposed sulfur lone
pairs could be stabilized by interactions with solvent mol
ecules or the Arg45 side chain. Braunstein et aI. suggested
that the lower-frequency peak could arise from a pH de
pendent structural change, possibly as a result of proto
nation of His97 on the proximal side of the heme pocket.
Alternatively it could arise from a solvent molecule form
ing a hydrogen bonded bridge between the distal sulfur
lone pairs and the carbonyl oxygen; this may account for
its enhancement at low temperatures when the bridging
water would be less mobile. Low temperature studies of
other distal mutants show that the IR spectra of aliphatic
mutants are largely unaltered, though the His64Ala spec
trum shows the largest change, presumably due to the
reduced mobility of waters in the heme pocket. The
His64Gln mutant also shows strong temperature depen
dence, with a peak shift to 1960 cm -1 at 100 K from 1945
cm- I at 300 K (Balasubramanian et aI., 1993). It is pos
sible that the same His97 driven structural change in the
heme pocket causes this shift to higher frequency at lower
temperature in the His64Gln spectrum. This structural
change may also be present in the wild type, though its
effect on the IR spectrum would be masked by
temperature-, or pH-, dependent changes at the distal his
tidine. It is not clear what this structural change may be;
determining the IR spectra of appropriate double mutants
would test Braunstein et aI. 's proposal. Accounting for
this temperature dependence of the IR spectra is a chal
lenge for future studies.

SUMMARY

The distal side chain of His64Gln mutant MbCO shows dy
namics relative to the carbonyl ligand that are similar to those
found earlier for the "closed" pocket conformation of the
wild type 64NllH tautomer; in spite of its having a connec
tivity more closely resembling that of a wild type 64N)f
tautomer, only a weak interaction with the carbonyl 0 atom
was found in both simulations. This is consistent with the IR
spectrum of the His64Gln mutant, which peaks at 1945 cm- I

(Balasubramanian et aI., 1993; Li et aI., 1994), similar to the
AI,2 state of the wild type spectrum that we have previously
attributed to the 64NllH wild type tautomer (Jewsbury and
Kitagawa, 1994). Close interactions between the His64Gln
side chain and the carbonyl ligand, similar to those found in
the wild type 64N)f tautomer, are prevented by a repulsive
interaction between the 64N. oxygen and the carbonyl oxy-
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FIGURE 8 Separation between the carbonyl 0 atom and the nearest solvent atom at a given time for the (A), (B) His64Gly, (c), (D) His64Gln, and (E),
(F) His64Leu mutant MbCO trajectories; also shown for comparison are those of the two wild type distal tautomers reported in an earlier study (Jewsbury
and Kitagawa, 1994): (G) "closed" pocket trajectory of the 64NaH tautomer, (H) "open" pocket trajectory of the 64NaH tautomer, and (I), (J) the 64N)I
tautomer trajectories. Open markers indicate where a solvent oxygen atom is closest to the carbonyl 0; different markers represent different solvent molecules.
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gen. The His64Gln side chain is not found to adopt an "open"
structure for significant periods during either simulation, un
like the wild type 64NsH tautomer, because of a poor in
teraction geometry with the Asp60 main chain O.

The aliphatic side chain of the His64Leu mutant shows
little influence over the carbonyl ligand: the average CO
position is close to the heme normal, consistent with little
steric control over the CO binding geometry. The IR
(Balasubramanian et aI., 1993; Li et aI., 1994) and RR (Sakan
et aI., 1993) spectra of the distal aliphatic mutants, with the
exception of His64Ala, where water is thought to enter the
heme pocket (Li et aI., 1994), are all very similar to the Ao
state of the wild type spectra. The Ao state has been inter
preted as representing little distal-CO interaction in the wild
type (Morikis et al., 1989), a structural interpretation sup
ported by the MD results reported here. Unlike the wild type
Ao state, however, the Ao peaks in the aliphatic mutant MbCO
spectra do not necessarily represent an "open" distal struc
ture; rather they represent an absence of any significant
distal-CO interaction.

Both the IR (Li et al., 1994) and RR (Morikis et aI., 1989;
Sakan et aI., 1993) spectra of the His64Gly mutant are sig
nificantly broader than those of the aliphatic distal mutants.
This has been attributed to the influence ofsolvent waters (Li
et aI., 1994), two of which are found in hydrogen bonding
positions in the His64Gly X-ray structure (Quillin et aI.,
1993). Of the three distal mutants reported here, and the two
distal histidine tautomers of wild type MbCO reported in an
earlier study (Jewsbury and Kitagawa, 1994), only the
His64Gly trajectories show significant periods with solvent
molecules moving into and out ofthe active site. In the other
cases, solvent water molecules only rarely encroach within
6A of the carbonyl O.

The results of these molecular dynamics simulations of
distal mutant MbCOs are consistent with a recent structural
interpretation of the wild type IR spectrum (Jewsbury and
Kitagawa, 1994; Li et aI., 1994), and the current re
interpretation of the distal-ligand interaction in this important
family of proteins as largely electrostatic, rather than steric,
in nature (Oldfield et aI., 1991; Jewsbury & Kitagawa, 1994;
Li et aI., 1994; Ray et aI., 1994).
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